50L MISSION BACKPACK29-00160B
2.0

K E Y F E AT U R E S
*

*
*
*
*

Designed to match the natural shape of
your spine.
Large, removable lid that can be
adjusted in height and used as a
separate backpack.
Top of lid compartment with zip.
Two ports in the top for antenna, cables
or hydration access.
Padded shoulder pads with chest strap.
Large inverse U-shaped opening on the
front.
Helmet holder.
Two compression straps.
Padded hip belt with MOLLE webbing.
Spoon compatible.

*

29-00160B09-000

*
*

100% Nylon -PU coated
All fabrics, buckles and webbing’s are
IRR compliant.

*

*
*
*
*

VERSIONS
Grey

M AT E R I A L S

DIMENSIONS
Volume. 50L
H=70, W=35, D=20 cm

WEIGHT
2,2 kg

PA R T S I N T H E B A C K PA C K

One backpack
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One waist belt

One lid

One plastic sheet
frame with
aluminium rods
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50L MISSION BACKPACK
2.0
FRONT FEATURES
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*

The top compartment on the lid is big and has
zipped opening on the back.

*

The lid has an elastic cord on the top to store a
wet rain jacket or similar and a big Velcro patch
on the front for patches.

*

The lid can easily be removed and used as a
mission backpack or waist pack.

*

The main compartment has a large U-shaped
zipped opening to access the top part of the
backpack.

*

Two 13 L side pockets (26-02140A0-000) with
zip openings can be attached on the side of the
backpack (Not included in the backpack).

*

Straps with side release buckles makes it possible
to attach a tent, mattress or similar on the
bottom of the backpack.

*

All straps have Velcro roll up ends to secure them.

*

Helmet holder inside this pocket, holds all types of
helmets. A wet jacket/poncho or similar can also
be stored under it when it is used.

*

All zippers have large toggles to be easy to grab,
even with gloves.

*

MOLLE webbing on the sides so additional
pouches can be attached on the backpack.
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50L MISSION BACKPACK
2.0
BACK FEATURES
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*

Long zipper for good access to the top
compartment on the lid. The lid height can be
adjusted, depending on how much you have in
the main pack.

*

Handle

*

Window pocket for user identification

*

Opening for antennae, cables or a hydration tube.

*

Side tension strap

*

Shoulder straps with firm foam with holes for
ventilation.

*

MOLLE webbing on the sides where additional
pouches can be attached.

*

Chest strap

*

Holes for the Spoon sleeve/Curved long Spoon.

*

Hip belt with MOLLE webbing and an inside
plastic sheet and firm foam.
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50L MISSION BACKPACK DETAILS
2.0

On each side of the top there is an
opening for a radio antenna or a
hydration system.

A helmet holder is placed on the
back of the backpack.
It can be tucked into its own pocket
when not in use.

One large opening on the front of
the main compartment makes it
easy to access the backpack even
when it is fully packed.

The hip belt with MOLLE webbing
is shaped to fit around your hips.
It has a stiff outer layer to take the
weight from the backpack and a
soft inner layer to be comfortable to
use.

The frame is strong and shaped to
match the curve of your back.

The back is shaped after your back
to sit comfortably and to make it
easier to carry body armour.

The side pockets are attached with
zippers and can be removed and
carried together or individually as a
backpack.

The backpack lid can be carried as
a shoulder bag or around your hips.
It has one outside zipped
compartment.
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The backpack is thin to keep the
centre of gravity close to your
body= Easier to carry.

The lid can also be carried as a
small back with the webbings
attached as shown.
It has one inside compartments with
zipped opening.
On the outside back there is a
window for user identification.
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50L MISSION BACKPACK DETAILS
2.0

The inside of the backpack is light
grey to make it easier to find what
you are looking for.
It is no white as that makes it a
beacon for the enemy.

The port/opening can be used for
the hose to the hydration system or
for radio cables or the antenna.

The hip belt attached low, for a
long back.

The hip belt attached high, for a
short back.

The lid carried as a backpack.

The lid carried as a hip pack.
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Two side pockets
(26-02140A0-000) can be
attached to the backpack, increasing
the total volume to 75 litres.
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50L MISSION BACKPACK
2.0
SPOON SYSTEM

Snigels Spoon system can be used
in this backpack.
It gives you the possibility to use the
hip belt as a combat belt and to
ditch the backpack fast.
Spoon sleeve, Curved long sleeve
and a Spoon garage or double
spoon garage.

The Spoon sleeve with Curved long
Spoon is inserted in the back of the
backpack, in one of the slots.
Adjust it to the proper height.

The Spoon sleeve and Curved long
Spoon attached for a short/regular
length back.

The Spoon sleeve and Curved long
Spoon attached for a long length
back.

The Spoon garage/double Spoon
garage is attached on the middle of
the hip belt. It can also be used on
any MOLLE combat belt.

The Curved long Spoon is inserted
into the Spoon garage.

The hip belt can move with your
hips and when you ditch the
backpack, the hip belt with pouches
stays on your body.
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